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1. Introduction

In modern military conflicts, fighting in the air space 
becomes a decisive factor for achieving success during 
warfare. The past experience shows that the party that 
initiated an armed conflict typically achieved supremacy 
in the air and tried as soon as possible to strengthen such 
an advantage, thereby creating favorable conditions for the 
ground forces. Under such conditions, the main task for the 
party attacked is to prevent the strengthening of enemy’s 
superiority in the air.

This objective can be accomplished by: aviation units, 
anti-aircraft missile troops (AMT), units of air defense 
troops (ADT), rocket troops and artillery (RTA), army avi-
ation (AA) of ground forces (GF), ADT units of naval forces 
(NF), units of electronic warfare (EW). 

During warfare the opposing sides would exchange 
missile and air strikes (MAS) against troops and facilities, 
which could involve strike aircraft, cruise missiles, ballistic 
missiles for operational-tactical and tactical purposes. Re-
flection MAS are repelled by AMT, fighter aviation (FA), 
ADT forces, NF ADT.
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Вирiшальним фактором успiху пiд час ведення 
сучасних бойових дiй є боротьба за перевагу у повiтрi. 
Основним завданням сторони, що обороняється, 
є недопущення завоювання противником переваги у 
повiтрi. Для цього застосовуються рiзнорiднi засоби 
ураження. За критерiй недопущення завоювання про-
тивником переваги у повiтрi прийнято задане спiввiд-
ношення сил авiацiї сторiн, яке визначається за їх 
бойовими потенцiалами. Для обґрунтування потрiбно-
го бойового складу сил для дiй у повiтряному просторi 
у статтi розробленi вiдповiднi методичнi положення. 
При цьому сукупнiсть рiзнорiдних засобiв, якi дiють в 
iнтересах боротьби за перевагу у повiтрi, розглядаєть-
ся як система ураження вiйськ i об’єктiв противника.

В рамках дослiдження було вирiшено чотири 
задачi.

При вирiшеннi першої задачi здiйснена декомпо-
зицiя системи на компоненти, науковим результа-
том якої є отримання морфологiчного зрiзу системи. 
Це дозволило визначити взаємовплив дiй компо-
нентiв системи на завдання втрат бойових потен-
цiалом протидiючих сторiн. 

Друга задача дослiдження присвячена розроблен-
ню методичного пiдходу до обґрунтування бойового 
складу сил для боротьби у повiтрi, який ґрунтуєть-
ся на розрахунках збережених бойових потенцiалiв 
компонентiв протидiючих сторiн. Отриманi струк-
турнi схеми методики обґрунтування потрiбного 
бойового складу сил для недопущення завоювання або 
пiдсилення переваги противника у повiтрi. Потрiбний 
склад сил визначаться за критерiєм спiввiдношення 
сил авiацiї сторiн на кiнець бойових дiй з використан-
ням методу iтерацiй. 

Результатом вирiшення третьої задачi є отри-
мання математичних виразiв розрахунку збереже-
них бойових потенцiалiв компонентiв сторiн на кiнець 
бойових дiй, якi є основою розробленої методики. 

При вирiшеннi четвертої задачi розглянуто поря-
док застосування розробленої методики на прикладi 
визначення складу ударної авiацiї для недопущення 
завоювання противником переваги у повiтрi. 

Розробленi методичнi положення доцiльно вико-
ристати при створеннi вiдповiдного спецiального 
математичного програмного забезпечення для вико-
ристання органами вiйськового управлiння
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Accomplishing a task for preventing the enemy’s superi-
ority in airspace is estimated based on the ratio of the par-
ties’ aviation forces to the assigned duration of warfare. The 
calculation of the ratio of forces by opposed parties typically 
takes into consideration the combat potentials of armament, 
whose magnitudes are proportional to the average damage 
that these samples could cause to opposing troops (forces) 
over the assigned duration of fighting (operations, battle) [1]. 
The calculation of these magnitudes implies a comparison 
between the samples of weapons in terms of their contribution 
to the result of hostilities, which makes it possible to derive 
the weights that are considered to be the combat potentials 
of samples of weapons [2]. The obtained weights are typically 
normalized to match a reference sample of weapons, whose 
combat potential is accepted to equal unity. When calculating 
the ratio of the parties’ forces, one reference sample is used for 
own weapons and for the enemy’s weapons.

To determine the ratio of forces by opposed parties based 
on the results of warfare, the losses in their combat poten-
tials are applied. 

A criterion for preventing the enemy’s superiority in the 
air is the predefined ratio of aviation forces by parties, which 
implies the involvement of all the forces that take part in a 
fight against an opponent in the air. 

To ensure superiority in the air, the opposing sides would 
strive for the coordinated use of all forces to strike the means 
both in the air and on the ground. In this case, more effective 
means of destruction and ways of fighting would be used. 
Consideration of these factors is a necessary condition for the 
substantiation of a combat structure of forces for preventing 
the enemy’s superiority or its strengthening in the air.

The results of the armed fight for superiority in the air in 
many respects determine the success of an operation (com-
bat) in general. 

A diversity in forces that act in the interests of fighting 
in airspace predetermines the need for methodical provisions 
that could substantiate the required combat composition of 
forces to prevent enemy’s superiority, or its strengthening, 
in the air, which would consider their integrated application. 

The required structure of forces for activities in the air-
space is determined by the bodies of military control when 
preparing an operation (combat).

The relevance of our research relates to the requirements 
put forward by bodies of military control to obtain substan-
tiated quantitative estimates of the structure of forces to 
fight in the air under current situation and given the limita-
tions in armament.

2. Literature review and problem statement

Paper [3] reports a procedure for predicting the losses 
of troops and facilities due to enemy’s air strikes, in which 
the effectiveness of activities by ADT forces is accounted for 
based on the assigned probability of hitting the target. No 
issues regarding the evaluation of losses by enemy’s aircraft 
due to activities by AMT, FA AC, ADT GF were discussed, 
which is explained by the development of a simplified proce-
dure. Paper [4] shows that the projected ratio of forces and 
means from opposing sides in the course of air operations can 
be determined using the exponential dependence on its ini-
tial value. In this case, the overall losses by a group of forces 
at the end of hostilities are determined by the ratio of the 
initial general combat capabilities of the parties. The use of 

such an approach is impossible in principle when determin-
ing the losses of certain types of forces that take part in the 
fight for superiority in the air. This is predetermined by the 
absence of a possibility to obtain the appropriate coefficients 
that are applied in the exponential dependences.

Work [5] reports a research into the allocation of forces and 
determining the sequence of MAS against troops and enemy’s 
facilities; it calculates the ratio of aviation forces from opposed 
parties. It is shown that reducing this ratio can be achieved 
by a rational sequence of MAS. However, the work fails to 
determine the necessary structure of forces to prevent enemy’s 
aircraft superiority during combat, there are no dependences 
for determining the losses of forces by opposed parties. 

Methodological aspects of substantiating the effectives 
of armed forces were considered in paper [6]. The required 
effectives of troops at the beginning of combat is determined 
by the necessary magnitude of averted damage (preserving 
the combat potential) over a certain period of the operation. 
No issues related to determining the structure of forces for 
activities in airspace were considered.

Study [7] suggested determining the quantitative and 
qualitative ratio of aviation units when fighting for air suprem-
acy by taking into consideration their combat capabilities and 
their readiness factors. However, in this case the activities by 
ground forces of ADT were not considered. The procedure for 
substantiation the required structure of forces by operational 
and tactical aviation at a dangerous strategic direction that 
solves the task of the initial period of war [8] also fails to con-
sider the activities of ADT ground forces by an enemy.

Paper [9] solves the task on determining the combat 
structure of tactical aviation and AMT in the form of the 
inverse problem of qualimetry. The paper defines such a com-
bat structure of tactical aviation and AMT at which combat 
objectives would be accomplished with the results that are 
not less than those assigned at minimum cost of resources. 
However, the task on preventing the enemy’s air supremacy 
was not considered. 

Substantiation of the quantitative and qualitative struc-
ture of the anti-aircraft missile weaponry of AMT unit, 
reported in [10], disregards, when repelling enemy’s MAS, 
the activities of FA and ADT GF troops, which makes it 
impossible to obtain a proper estimation.

The issues on substantiation of combat and qualitative 
structure of an aviation group for carrying out effective 
air operations have been addressed in many studies by 
Ukrainian and foreign authors. Paper [11] outlines an evolu-
tion of concepts on the use of aircraft to defeat the enemy’s 
objects. It has been proven that one of the doctrines to use 
aviation is a “mechanistic view on war”, which implies a thor-
ough mathematical substantiation of forces and means, but 
the procedure itself has not been provided. Article [12] con-
sidered in detail the issue on the development of intelligence 
as an element of combat support for aviation activities, but 
neither its implementation nor substantiation of the required 
structure have been provided. Paper [13] argues that the de-
struction or suppression of enemy air defense has long been 
a central element of any operation (fight) because it ensures 
air supremacy. It is shown that in modern operations from 15 
% to 30 % of the total flights perform tasks on suppression of 
ADT, but there are no any mathematical dependences on the 
choice of priority objects and on calculations of the required 
forces and means for activities in airspace.

Work [14] considers an air operation and its objectives as 
the interaction between dynamic systems. It is proven that 
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the initial allocation of resources does not always lead to ac-
complishing the goal. It is proposed to redeploy the means in 
the course of an operation by using methods from the theory 
of games. At the same time, no tasks concerning air suprem-
acy were considered. 

Article [15] emphasized the relevance of research into the 
theory of planning military operations from the standpoint of 
the theory of complex systems. It is proven that the method-
ology in this field of science can evaluate the ultimate result 
based on the dynamics of changes in the process of conducting 
a military operation. It is proposed to use multiagent models 
for revealing the dynamics in a battlefield. However, no mili-
tary action aimed at fighting in the air was examined.

Article [16] is interesting from the perspective of the 
theme of our research, in which it is proposed to derive esti-
mates for the potentials of armed struggle based on the eval-
uation of uncertainty and planning the capabilities, which 
also testifies to the relevance of research into substantiation 
of combat structure of forces for activities aimed at achieving 
superiority in the air. 

Given the current state of aviation in the armed forces 
of Ukraine, of interest is the study by Polish scientists [17] 
who substantiate the composition and structure of the in-
formation and technological support system for managing 
military aviation by using statistical methods and tech-
niques of expert polls. The study failed to address the issue 
on employing other forces in the struggle for air supremacy.

It follows from an analysis of the above studies that 
there remain the unresolved issues related to determin-
ing the losses by opposing sides in an armed fight for air 
supremacy, taking into consideration the complex nature 
of application of different forces. The cited papers did not 
consider the issue on determining a combat force structure 
in order to prevent the enemy’s superiority, or its strength-
ening, in the air. This allows us to argue that it is expedient 
to undertake a study aimed at developing methodological 
provisions for estimating the losses of forces that are en-
gaged in a fight for air supremacy, as well as for substanti-
ating their combat structure.

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The aim of this study is to devise a procedure for sub-
stantiating the required combat composition of forces that 
are engaged in the fight with an enemy in the air in order 
to prevent the enemy’s superiority, or its strengthening, in 
the air.

To accomplish the aim, the following tasks have been set:
– to decompose the system of destruction troops and 

objects based on the morphological pattern, taking into con-
sideration the destruction of disparate forces in determining 
the ratio of aircraft forces of opposing sides; 

– to devise a methodological approach to the substanti-
ation of the required combat structure of forces to fight in 
the air; 

– to derive mathematical expressions for calculating the 
saved combat potentials in the components of opposing sides 
at the stages of combat activities to determine the ratio of 
aviation forces; 

– to consider the procedure for determining the required 
combat structure of forces for activities in airspace using an 
example of determining the structure of strike aviation.

4. Methods and procedure to substantiate the structure 
of forces for activities in airspace 

4. 1. Decomposition of the system of destruction of 
troops and objects based on the morphological pattern 
for taking into consideration the activities of different 
forces

Application of different forces that act to prevent the 
enemy’s superiority, or its strengthening, in the air is inter-
connected, they are coordinated based on a unified principle. 
The totality of such forces matches the known properties 
that characterize systems, namely: integrity and division, 
connectedness, organization, existence of a system prop-
erty, inherent to the totality of forces in general [18]. That 
makes it possible to consider the totality of acting forces as 
a complex organizational and technical system for military 
purposes, studying which should employ the principles of 
systems approach.

According to a systemic approach, solving a task under 
consideration implies its description, setting the criteria, 
decomposition of the problem, composition of components, 
finding a solution [19]. 

The degree of decomposition of a problem into its com-
ponent parts is defined by the purpose of research, by the 
necessity to consider those factors that affect the function-
ing of the system, as well as by the possibility to synthesize 
a system when resolving the problem. Application of systems 
analysis [20] also implies dismemberment (decomposition) 
of the system into component elements (subsystems) in order 
to study its structure and properties.

Decomposition of a system into components is carried 
out based on “strata”. To substantiate the combat structure 
of forces that act to prevent the enemy’s superiority, or its 
strengthening, in the air, the decomposition of the system 
is advisable to carry out based on a morphological pattern 
that matches the dismemberment of the system based on 
a functional attribute, that is, according to the tasks that 
are performed by subsystems [19]. The tasks that should 
be executed by subsystems in order to prevent the enemy’s 
superiority, or its strengthening, in the air, are to defeat its 
troops and objects. 

A morphological pattern for the system aimed at defeat-
ing enemy’s troops and objects is shown in Fig. 1.

The system under consideration has M components 
(types of mass destruction), 1,m M=  subsystem for de-
feating enemy’s means at deployment sites and on positions 
and L components (types of mass destruction), 1,l L=  sub-
system for defeating enemy’s means in the air, which are 
shown in Fig. 1. It is assumed that the opposing system for 
defeating our troops and objects can be represented by the 
same structure and contains 1,r R=  and 1,s S=  respective 
components.

Application of systems approach makes it possible, by 
evaluating the impact of each component on the ratio of avi-
ation forces, to determine the required structure of combat 
forces, which are engaged in fighting an air enemy, in order 
to meet requirements for a given criterion. 

According to the character of the armed struggle, in 
the substantiation of combat structure of forces for ac-
tivities in airspace it is advisable to consider a temporal 
pattern of the system for defeating enemy’s troops and 
objects, which is a predicted sequence of exchanging MAS 
by opposing sides.
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4. 2. Methodological approach to the substantiation of 
the required combat structure of forces to fight in the air

During substantiation of the combat structure of forces, 
military activities are split into n stages ( )1,i n=  so that at 
each stage MAS are executed only by one of the opposing 
sides [4]. Forecasting the stages during a military action 
(a sequence of exchanging MAS by opposing sides) is per-
formed by experts (specialists) based on the results from 
estimating the situation. A sequence of MAS exchange by 
opposing sides is mapped in the diagram shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Representation of sequence of MAS exchange by 
opposing sides

When conducting a study, one evaluates a change in the 
ratio of aviation forces and the general ratio of sides’ forces 
according to the stages in a military action. For this purpose, 
one determines the losses of combat potentials in the com-
ponents of opposing forces in the course of the task to repel 
MAS. When planning MAS, a considerable part of forces 
(fighter aviation, military aircraft, ballistic and cruise mis-
siles) by opposing sides (especially starting at early MAS) is 
allocated to destruct (suppress) the means of air defense, and 
aircraft on air fields, helicopters, BM on starting positions, 
which directly affects the combat potential of the forces tak-
ing part in a military action. The combat potential of fighter 
aviation, destroying aviation, helicopters, reduces due to the 
use of ADT means to repel strikes, and BM and CM due to 

using them for their purposes (ex-
penditure).

To perform MAS, such objects 
are selected that have the great-
est combat potential. Allocation of 
forces for destruction of objects is 
carried out using the iterative pro-
cedures [3, 5].

Results of the calculations are 
used to determine the saved combat 
potentials in the components of en-
emy forces and own troops at each 
stage, which makes it possible to 
estimate the ratio of aviation forces 

av
nC  and the general correlation of 

forces Сn of opposing sides at the end 
of the military action at duration T. 
If av

nC  is less than or is equal to the 
assigned value for ratio av

adjC  which 
corresponds to preventing the ene-
my’s superiority, or its strengthening, 
in the air, it is considered that the ob-
jective of military action is achieved 
by our forces. Otherwise, additional 
forces would be required to fight the 
air enemy, implying the repeated cal-
culations, that is, we use the method 
of successive approximations (iter-
ations), which makes it possible to 

determine the required combat structure of forces for prevent-
ing the enemy’s superiority, or its strengthening, in the air.

Accomplishing the goal to prevent the enemy’s supe-
riority, or its strengthening, in the air is facilitated by the 
application of a rational sequence of MAS against enemy’s 
troops and facilities [4]. To study this factor, it is necessary 
to change the sequence of MAS against enemy’s troops and 
objects, and to estimate, over duration of military action 
(T), the ratio of the saved combat potentials of aviation 
forces and the saved combat potentials of all forces from 
opposing sides. 

According to the proposed methodological approach, 
we have devised a procedure for the substantiation of the 
required combat structure of forces to prevent the enemy’s 
superiority, or its strengthening, in the air, whose structural 
diagram is shown in Fig. 3.

Underlying the procedure are the mathematical ex-
pressions for calculating the saved combat potentials in the 
components of systems for defeating troops and objects from 
opposing sides.

4. 3. Mathematical expressions for calculating the 
saved combat potentials in the components of opposing 
sides

The initial combat potentials (CP) of the r-th and s-th 
components of enemy’s forces and the m-th and l-th compo-
nent of our forces are determined from formulae:

0 0 ,r r rCP n C= ⋅ 1, ;r R=

0 0 ,s s sCP n C= ⋅ 1, ;s S=

0 0 ,m m mCP n C= ⋅ 1, ;m M=

0 0 ,l l lCP n C= ⋅ 1, ,l L=    (1)
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Fig. 1. Morphological pattern of system for defeating enemy’s troops and objects
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where nro, nso, nmo, nlo is the initial number of means 
of destruction of the r-th and s-th components of 
enemy’s forces, and the m-th and l-th components 
of our forces, respectively; Cr, Cs, Cm, Cl are the 
combat potentials for types of means of destruction 
in the respective components. 

When a certain component is missing in a force 
unit, its combat potential equals zero. 

The general initial combat potentials of enemy 
forces 0

efCP  and our forces 0
ofCP  are determined as 

follows:

0 0 0;ef
r s

r s

CP CP CP= +∑ ∑  1, ;r R=  1, ,s S=

0 0 0;of
m l

m l

CP CP CP= +∑ ∑  

1, ;m M=  1, .l L=   (2)

The original ratio between combat potentials 
of opposing sides is calculated from formula

0
0

0

.
ef

of

CP
CP

CP
=  (3)

The original ratio between combat potentials 
of aviation forces from opposing sides is calculated 
from formula

0 0

0
0 0

;
r s

av r

m l
m

CP CP
C

CP CP

+
=

+

∑
∑

  r=m=1; 4; s=l=1.  (4)

The combat potentials of components of ene-
my forces that can be engaged in MAS, as well as 
our forces that may be involved to repel it, at the 
i-th stage of military action are determined from 
formulae:

( 1)(1 ) ,sv
ri r i pri RriCP CP K K−= −  1, ;r R=

( 1)(1 ) ,sv
si si s i psi RsiCP CP K K−= ξ −  s=1;

( 1)(1 ) ,sv
li l i pli RliCP CP K K−= −  1, .l L=   (5)

Similarly, at a MAS by our forces:
 

( 1)(1 ) ,sv
mi m i pmi RmiCP CP K K−= −  1, ;m M=

( 1)(1 ) ,sv
li l i l i pli RliCP CP K K−= ξ −  l=1;

( 1)(1 ) ,sv
si s i psi RsiCP CP K K−= −  1, .s S= ,  (6)

where ( 1),
sv

r iCP −  ( 1),
sv

s iCP −  ( 1),
sv

l iCP −  ( 1)
sv

m iCP −  are the saved combat 
potentials of respective components at the (i–1)-th stage of 
military action; ζsi, ζli is the share of fighter aviation by an 
enemy and our forces, intended to support strike aviation; 
Kpri, Kpsi, Kpmi, Kpli are the reserve ratios; KRri, KRsi, KRmi, KRli 

are the combat readiness coefficients.
For example, for aircraft, one can accept a reserve ratio of 

0–0.1; readiness factor, 0.90–0.95 [3]. 

For BM and CM, reserve ratios are used to determine 
part of BM and CM, which is supposed to be utilized during 
subsequent stages of military action.

For the first stage of military action, combat potentials 

( 1),
sv

r iCP −  ( 1),
sv

s iCP −  ( 1),
sv

l iCP −  ( 1)
sv

m iCP −  correspond to their original 
values. 

An important role in the procedure whose structure is 
shown in Fig. 3 belongs to determining the losses of combat 
capabilities in the components of systems to defeat troops and 
objects from opposing sides at the stages of military action. 

Mathematical expectation of losses in combat potentials 
of the r-th and s-th components from the structure of enemy’s 
MAS due to the effect of the l-th component of our forces is 
determined from formulae:

1 ,rli rli riCP P CPD = ⋅  1, ;r R=

1 ,sli sli siCP P CPD = ⋅  s=1, (7)

where Р1rli, Р1sli is the mean probability of destroying a sepa-
rate target of the r-th and s-th component from the structure 
of enemy’s MAS by the l-th component of our forces when re-
pelling the enemy’s MAS at the i-th stage of military action. 
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allocation of means of destruction for objects, degree of protection and masking 
of the objects to be destructed, polygon orders of means of destruction) 

Determination of the initial combat capabilities of components in the systems for 
defeating troops and objects by opposing sides  

Calculation of the initial ratio of aviation forces and the general correlation 
between forces of opposing sides 

Prediction of MAS sequence (stages in a military action) by opposing sides 

і=1 

 

 

 

 

Determination of combat potentials of MAS components by enemy's forces (by 
our forces) 

Determination of combat potentials of components that are used to repel MAS 

Calculation of losses of combat potentials due to MAS 

Calculation of losses of combat potentials due to ADT activities  

Calculation of the general ratio between aviation forces Cn, av
nC  by opposing 

sides at the end of military action 

 

No 

Yes 

і=і+1 

Calculation of the saved combat potentials of components in the systems for 
defeating enemy's and our forces at the end of the i-th stage of military action 

 i<1 

No 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Determination of additional forces to fight air enemy 

Determination of the required combat structure of forces in order to prevent 
the enemy's superiority, or its strengthening, in the air 

Yes 
 av av

n adjC C  

 

 

Fig. 3. Structural diagram of the procedure for substantiating the required 
combat structure of forces in order to prevent the enemy’s superiority, or 

its strengthening, in the air
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In the general case, for land-based and marine ADT 
forces (components 2–4), the mean probability of destroying 
a separate target of the r-th component from the structure of 
MAS is determined from known expression [21]

1 1[1 (1 ) ],d
r d h rP P P R= ⋅ − −   (8)

where Pd is the probability of detecting a target prior to the 
boundary when the complex is capable of hitting it; Ph is the 
probability of hitting a target; R1r is the probability of hit-
ting a target of the r-th component by a single missile taking 
into consideration the process of AMC functioning; d is the 
number of missiles that are intended for hitting a target. 

The probability Pd is determined by processing statisti-
cal data on the detection of air targets under different condi-
tions (in the absence or presence of obstacles). 

The probability of hitting an air target by AMC with 
a single missile is a characteristic of the complex, which is 
determined based on the results of ground-based tests and 
military practice involving actual targets.

The application of EW means for the suppression of 
AMC is accounted for through coefficient Kx=0.5–0.8 [6], 
which is specified in the source data for the procedure. In 
this case, the probability R1r=Kx R′1r (R′1r is the probability 
of hitting a target of the r-th component with a single mis-
sile). The number of missiles that are intended to attack a 
target is determined by the regulations. 

Determining the probability of attacking a target Ph by 
an AMC unit is performed using methods from the theory of 
mass service. 

For n AMC with small areas of attack (components 3  
and 4 in the subsystem for defeating enemy’s means in 
the air, and when repelling a BM attack (component 2), 
the probability Phl is determined from formula by Erlang 
[21, 22]

0

!
1 ;

!

l

l

n

l
hl n k

k

n
P

a
k=

α

= −

∑
  l=2–4,   (9)

where α=λthl; l is the density of targets in the raid; thl is the 
average time of attacking the targets by a complex of the l-th 
component. 

Taking into consideration that BM and CM act during 
MAS separately, in determining the probability Phl for these 
targets, only their density in the raid is considered. 

Expressions for determining the magnitudes for ,rliCPD  

sliCPD  can be written in the following form:

1
1[1 (1 ) ] ,d

rli ri d pl hrli r liCP CP P K P R bD = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − −

1
1[1 (1 ) ] ,d

sli si d pl hsli s liCP CP P K P R bD = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ − −   (10)

where Kpl is the factor of participation of complexes from 
the l-th component in repelling MAS (determined based on 
the results of military exercises and simulation of military 
activities). 

When calculating, it is typically accepted that: for AMC 
AMT Kpl2=0.5; for FA Kpl1=0.3; for the anti-aircraft ADT 
complexes of GF and NF Kpl3=Kpl4=0.2. 

In the process of repelling an attack, there is a decrease 
in the capabilities of ADT forces to repel it. Therefore, we 
introduced a coefficient bli to dependence (10), which char-

acterizes the capability of ADT forces to repel a strike by 
means of air attack.

In determining the probability of attacking planes and 
helicopters Phrl, Phsl by complexes with large zones of attack 
(l=2), it is necessary to take into consideration the average 
time that a target spends in the area of attack (waiting time), 
that is, it is necessary to consider the system of mass service 
with an expectation. 

The probability of destroying a target from the r-th ene-
my’s component by a single group of fighters is determined 
from formula [23]

1 1[1 (1 ) ],z
r d s ed rP P P P R= ⋅ ⋅ − −  (11)

where Ps is the probability that until the moment a target 
enters the border of fighters’ flight there is at least one free 
guidance channel and at least one fighter; Ped is the proba-
bility of guiding a fighter (group) on the target; R1r is the 
probability of hitting a target from the r-th component of 
enemy forces with a single fighter (based on the results of 
field tests); z is the number of fighters in a group. 

The probability of servicing Ps, as well as the probability 
of attacking Ph, is determined from a formula by Erlang [21] 
depending on the number of combat channels. In this case, 
α=λТgc, where Tgc is the duration of a guidance cycle. 

The probability of guiding a fighter on target

,p
ed

Q

Q
P

 D
= Φ σ 

   (12)

where Ф is the Laplace distribution function; ΔQp is the 
permissible guidance error on the course; σQ is the mean 
quadratic error of guiding to the course. 

One can accept that fighters will be distributed for 
attacking the targets from the r-th and s-th components of 
enemy forces in accordance with the ratio of their combat 
capabilities at MAS. In this case, mathematical expectations 
for the magnitudes of losses in combat potentials from the 
r-th and s-th components of enemy due to the activities of 
our fighter aviation forces (l=1) can be determined from 
formulae:

1 ;ri li
rli r rl

ri si

CP n
CP C P

CP CP z
D = ⋅

+

1 ;si li
sli s sl

ri si

CP n
CP C P

CP CP z
D = ⋅

+
 r=1;4;  s=1; l=1, (13)

where nli is the number of fighter jets, which are used at the 
i-th stage of military action. 

Similar dependences (10), (13) are used to determine the 
loss of combat capabilities by the components of our forces at 
MAS due to the ADT forces of the enemy. 

Under an enemy’s MAS, supporting fighters, at probabil-
ity P1ls  (l=1, s=1), will destroy our fighters. The same applies 
to MAS by our forces. Mathematical expectation for the 
magnitude of losses in combat potential by our fighter avi-
ation due to activities of the enemy’s supporting fighters is

1 .si
lsi l ls

s

CP
CP C P

C z
D = ⋅   (14)

In the course of a military action, MAS will attack the 
means in the subsystem for defeating the means at sites of 
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their bases and on positions, the means in the subsystem 
for defeating the means in the air, as well as other military 
facilities. Distribution of means of destruction is carried out 
when planning a MAS. The procedure under consideration 
implies the means of destruction at MAS are distributed 
using coefficients Frm and Frl (under an enemy’s MAS) and 
Fmr and Fms (under a MAS by our forces). In this case, the 
following conditions must be satisfied:

1,rm rl
m l

F F+ ≤∑ ∑

1.mr ms
r s

F F+ ≤∑ ∑  (15)

Planning MAS typically implies determining the ob-
jects and ground orders for means that ensure their de-
struction [3]. 

When determining the ground orders, the safety and 
masking of objects to be destroyed are taken into account. 

The average number of means of destruction of the r-th 
component of the enemy forces at MAS, assigned to defeat a 
single means of the m-th or l-th components of our forces, is

; ,rm ri
rm ri

rm ri

N N
q q

ν = ν =  (16)

where Nrm, Nrl is the number of means of destruction of the 
r-th component of enemy forces at MAS in the ground orders 
for defeating the means of the m-th or l-th component of our 
forces, respectively; qrm, qrl is number of means of the m-th 
or l-th components of our forces, which the enemy plans to 
destroy by the r-th component of its forces. 

Mathematical expectations for the magnitudes of combat 
potentials of the m-th or l-th components of our forces, de-
stroyed by the r-th component of enemy forces at MAS, are 
determined from formulae:

;
ri rli m rm

l
mri

rm r

CP CP C F

CP
C

 
− D ⋅ ⋅  

D =
ν ⋅

∑

.
ri rli l rl

l
lri

rm r

CP CP C F

CP
C

 
− D ⋅ ⋅  

D =
ν ⋅

∑
  (17) 

Mathematical expectations for the magnitudes of combat 
capabilities in the r-th or s-th components of enemy forces, 
destroyed at a MAS by our forces, are calculated based on 
similar dependences. 

The above dependences make it possible to calculate 
the saved combat potentials of components in the forces of 
opposing sides at the end of the i-th stage of military action 
(Table 1).

In Table 1, in the notation of mathematical expecta-
tions for losses in the magnitudes of combat potentials 
DCP, the first digit indicates the number of a component, 
which suffers losses of combat potential, the second is the 
number of a components, which causes losses to combat 
potential. 

Using the expressions that are listed in Table 1, the ratio 
of combat potentials by opposing sides ( opC ) at the end of the 
i-th stage of military action is determined as follows

;

sv sv
ri si

op r s
i sv sv

mi li
m l

CP CP
C

CP CP

+
=

+

∑ ∑
∑ ∑

 

1, ;r R=  1, ;s S=  1, ;m M=  1, .l L=   (18)

Table 1

Expressions for calculating the saved combat potentials of 
means in the components of opposing forces at the stages of 

military action

Parameters  
(specifications)

Dependences to calculate the saved 
combat potentials

Strike by an enemy

Saved combat potentials 
of means of the r-th com-
ponents of enemy forces  

( )1,r R=

( 1) 1 ,sv sv
li l i li

l

CP CP CP−= − D∑
 

1,l L=

2 2( 1) 2 2 )1 (1sv sv
i i R i p iCP CP K K−  = − − 

3 3( 1) 3 3 )1 (1sv sv
i i R i p iCP CP K K−  = − − 

4 4( 1) 4 ,sv sv
i i li

l

CP CP CP−= − D∑
 

1,l L=

Saved combat potentials 
of means of the s-th com-
ponents of enemy forces  

( )1,s S=

( 1) 1 ,sv sv
li l i li

l

CP CP CP−= − D∑
 

1,l L=

2 2( 1);
sv sv
i iCP CP −=

 3 3( 1);
sv sv
i iCP CP −=

 
4 4( 1)
sv sv
i iCP CP −=

Saved combat potentials 
of means of the m-th 

components of our forces  

( )1,m M=

( 1) ,sv sv
mi m i mri

r

CP CP CP−= − D∑
 

1,r R=

Saved combat potentials 
of means of the l-th com-

ponents of our forces  

( )1,l L=

( 1) ,sv sv
li l i lri

r

CP CP CP−= − D∑
 

1,r R=

Strike by our forces

Saved combat potentials 
of means of the m-th 

components of our forces  

( )1,m M=

1 1( 1) 1 ,sv sv
i i si

s

CP CP CP−= − D∑ 1,s S=

2 2( 1) 2 2 )1 (1sv sv
i i R i p iCP CP K K−  = − − 

3 3( 1) 3 3 )1 (1sv sv
i i R i p iCP CP K K−  = − − 

4 4( 1) 4 ,sv sv
i i si

s

CP CP CP−= − D∑
 

1,s S=

Saved combat potentials 
of means of the l-th com-

ponents of our forces  

( )1,l L=

1 1( 1) 1 ,sv sv
i i si

s

CP CP CP−= − D∑
 

1,s S=

2 2( 1);
sv sv
i iCP CP −=

 3 3( 1);
sv sv
i iCP CP −=

 
4 4( 1)
sv sv
i iCP CP −=

Saved combat potentials 
of means of the r-th com-
ponents of enemy forces  

( )1,r R=

( 1) ,sv sv
ri r i rmi

m

CP CP CP−= − D∑
 

1,m M=

Saved combat potentials 
of means of the s-th com-
ponents of enemy forces  

( )1,s S=

( 1) ,sv sv
si s i smi

m

CP CP CP−= − D∑
 

1,m M=

The ratio of combat potentials by the aviation forces of 
sides ( avC ), similar to (4) at the end of the i-th stage of mili-
tary action, is determined from formula

;

sv sv
ri si

av r s
i sv sv

mi li
m l

CP CP
C

CP CP

+
=

+

∑ ∑
∑ ∑

 r=m=1; 4; s=l=1.   (19)
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In order to prevent the enemy’s superiority, or its 
strengthening, in the air, it is necessary to ensure that the 
ratio of combat potentials by the aviation forces from oppos-
ing sides at the end of military action does not exceed the 
assigned one, which can be equal to 1.5 2.0av

adjC = −  [24, 25]. 
The criterion av

adjC  can be assigned to be even smaller. 
This condition can be satisfied by increasing the appropriate 
forces at the threatening direction of military action or by 
changing, to more appropriate, the sequence of MAS against 
enemy’s troops and facilities.

According to the structural diagram of the procedure 
shown in Fig. 3, upon defining such measures, the calcula-
tions are repeated, which can be performed many times (the 
method of iterations is used). Upon meeting the condition 
for preventing the enemy’s superiority, or its strengthening, 
in the air, one determines the required combat structure of 
our forces to perform this task.

The application of principles of systems analysis when 
devising methodological provisions for the substantiation of 
combat structure of forces for activities in airspace has made 
it possible to account for a joint influence by components of 
the opposing sides on the loss of their combat capabilities in 
the course of warfare and thereby correctly identify the re-
quired combat structure of our forces in order to prevent the 
enemy’s superiority, or its strengthening, in the air. 

Scientific novelty of the obtained results is in consider-
ing an integrated staged application of different means of de-
struction when evaluating losses of forces by opposing sides 
in the course of military action for superiority in the air. 

That has made it possible to devise a coherent procedure 
for the substantiation of the required combat structure of 
forces in order to prevent the enemy’s superiority, or its 
strengthening, in the air.

5. The procedure for determining the required combat 
structure of forces for activities in airspace using an 

example of strike aircraft

Two stages of military action are considered: at the first 
stage, MAS is performed by an enemy, the second by our forces. 
The initial combat potentials of components by our forces and 
the enemy (variant 1) are given in conditional units in Table 2.

When carrying out calculations, coefficients of com-
bat readiness, reserve, participation of means in military 
action, etc. are taken in accordance to acting regulations 
and based on the results from exercises. The capabilities 
of combat means in terms of destruction aerial targets are 
taken according to their tactical-technical characteristics. 
Polygon orders of BM and aviation for defeating the objects 
meet the standards that were used previously when per-
forming operational-tactical calculations. 

The purpose of calculations using the developed pro-
cedure is to determine the required combat capacity of our 
strike aviation: first, to perform a task on preventing an enemy 
from strengthening superiority in the air and, second, to en-
sure the equality of combat potentials by our aviation troops 
and those by an enemy after two stages of military action.

Table 2

Initial combat potentials of components by our forces and 
the enemy

Names of samples of weapons 
in components of sides’ forces

Enemy 
forces

Our forces

Variant 1 Variant 2 Variant 3

Strike aircraft 1500 900 1050 1200

Tactical ballistic missiles 100 200 200 200

Helicopters 300 160 160 160

Fighter aircraft 240 490 490 490

Anti-aircraft missile  
complexes

60 90 90 90

Anti-aircraft systems ADT GF 20 60 60 60

Original ratio between combat 
potentials by forces from opposing 

sides, C0 
1.17 1.08 1.00

Original ratio between combat 
potentials by aviation from opposing 

sides, 0
avC  

1.29 1.20 1.10

The original variant for calculation is the first variant 
(Table 2) of initial combat capabilities of the components by 
our forces. To perform the first task, the criterion  1.29av

adjC =
for the second task, 1.av

adjC ≈
Results of determining the saved combat capabilities of 

components by our forces and by an enemy based on stages 
of military action are given in Table 3.

Table 3

Saved combat potentials of components by opposing sides

Indicators
Names of samples of weapons of 

components of sides’ forces 

Variant 1 Variant 2 Variant 3

Stages of military action Stages of military action Stages of military action

1 – MAS 
by enemy

2 –MAS  
by our forces

1 – MAS 
by enemy

2 – MAS  
by our forces

1 – MAS 
by enemy

2 – MAS  
by our forces

Saved combat poten-
tials of components of 
enemy’s striking forces

Strike aircraft 1038 672 1038 632 1038 594

Tactical ballistic missiles 46 4 46 4 46 4

Helicopters 215 183 215 182 215 181

Saved combat poten-
tials of components of 
enemy’s ADT forces

Fighter aircraft 228 174 228 154 228 131

Anti-aircraft missile complexes AMC 60 39 60 39 60 39

Anti-aircraft systems ADT GF 20 13 20 13 20 13

Saved combat poten-
tials of components of 

our striking forces

Strike aircraft 398 262 548 377 698 489

Tactical ballistic missiles 177 81 177 81 177 81

Helicopters 97 70 97 71 93 68

Saved combat poten-
tials of components of 

ADT by our forces

Fighter aircraft 324 306 324 307 324 308

Anti-aircraft missile complexes AMC 78 78 78 78 78 78

Anti-aircraft systems ADT GF 44 44 44 44 44 44
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Results from calculating the ratios of fighting potentials 
of opposed forces at the stages of military activities are 
shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Change in the ratio of combat potentials by opposing 
sides for variants considered in the example

The results shown in Fig. 4 illustrate the dependence of 
the total ratio and the ratio of aviation forces from opposing 
sides on their initial combat structure. 

This, in turn, makes it possible to evaluate the effective-
ness of activities that are carried out by bodies of military 
administration in order to prevent the enemy’s superiority, 
or its strengthening, in the air.

6. Discussion of results of studying the combat structure 
of forces engaged in the airspace

It follows from the results for the above example that 
combat potentials of components of our forces, which are 
original (variant 1), do not make it possible to fulfil the task 
on preventing an enemy from strengthening its superiority 
in the air (following a MAS by our forces, 2 1.61avC =  which 
substantially exceeds the initial ratio 0 1.29avC = ). 

This is explained by the insufficient combat potential of 
our strike aviation to defeat an enemy’s means at their home 
bases and on positions.

To perform the set task, it is necessary to increase combat 
potential (structure) of our strike aviation by 150 conditional 
units (by 16 %) (Table 2, variant 2). In this case, the ratio 
of aviation forces after our MAS is 2 1.28.avC =  To ensure 
equality of aviation forces by opposing sides, the combat 
potential of our strike aviation must be increased by 33 %, to  
1,200 conditional units (Table 2, variant 3).

By using an example of calculating the structure of 
strike aviation, we have shown the efficiency of the devised 
procedure for substantiating the required combat structure 
of forces in order to prevent the enemy’s superiority, or its 
strengthening, in the air. 

The developed methodological positions can be used to 
determine the required combat potential (structure) not only 
of strike aviation, but also of all the components in the system 
for defeating enemy’s troops and facilities in order to prevent 
the enemy’s superiority, or its strengthening, in the air. 

A special feature of the proposed method, compared to 
others, is the stage-wise consideration of the integrated ap-
plication of all different forces by an enemy, as well as by our 
troops, engaged in a fight for air supremacy.

When conducting a research using the devised proce-
dure, the limitation is the existence in the armed forces of 
weapons to perform a task on preventing the enemy’s superi-
ority, or its strengthening, in the air. 

The procedure does not imply using the means of de-
struction, designed using new physical principles. 

The developed methodical provisions for the substan-
tiation of the combat structure of forces for activities in 
airspace should be used when developing the appropriate 
specialized mathematical software for bodies of military 
administration.

The disadvantage of the proposed procedure is incomplete 
accounting of features in the process of applying dissimilar 
forces by opposing sides during military action (fight) that 
could be eliminated in the future by using a mathematical 
model of bilateral military activities. Therefore, constructing 
such a model for the substantiation of a combat structure of 
forces that must act to accomplish superiority in the air is a 
promising direction in the advancement of this study.

7. Conclusions 

1. We have shown the expediency of considering the to-
tality of disparate forces that are engaged in the struggle for 
superiority in the airspace as a complex organizational-tech-
nical system for military purposes – a system for defeating 
troops and facilities. The morphological pattern, derived 
though its decomposition, has made it possible to determine 
the impact of the application of system components on the 
superiority of enemy’s aviation during military action.

2. It is accepted to consider, as a criterion for enemy’s 
aviation superiority, the ratio of combat potentials by avia-
tion forces from opposing sides at the end of military action, 
which is equal to 1.5–2.0. According to the proposed meth-
odological approach, determining the required structure of 
forces to prevent an enemy’s superiority, or its strengthen-
ing, is carried out on the basis of a comparison of the values 
for the estimated and assigned criteria. The measures to 
prevent the superiority of enemy’s aviation are defined using 
the method of iteration.

3. For the calculation of ratios between the forces from 
opposing sides, we have derived mathematical expressions 
for determining the saved combat potentials of components 
by opposing sides at each stage of military action, which take 
into consideration the mathematical expectations of their 
losses when exchanging missile and air strikes.

4. Using an example, we determined the required struc-
ture of our forces in order to prevent the enemy’s superiority 
in the air. According to the initial data for the given example, 
the ratio of combat potentials in the aviation forces by op-
posing sides at the beginning of military action is 1.29, and 
after MAS exchange, it is 1.61, indicating the achievement of 
superiority in the air by the enemy. It is shown that in order 
to prevent the superiority of aviation forces by an enemy, it is 
expedient, when considering the integrated application of all 
opposing forces, to increase the combat potential (structure) 
of strike aviation by 16 %. In this case, the ratio of combat 
potentials in the aviation forces by opposing sides after MAS 
exchange would make up 1.28.
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